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Measurements were made of effective cross sections of two electron capture by 
collisions of protons of energies from 9.5 to 29 kev with molecules of H N 0 
H N d A Th . . . 2' 2' 2' e, e an • e ratro of the number of negative hydrogen rons to the number or pro-
tons _in the balanced beam formed after the proton beam has passed through the six 
mentioned gas targets, was determined as a function of energy. The effective cross 
section of capture of a single electron by collision of a fast hydrogen atom with a 
fast hydrogen atom with a hydrogen molecule was computed on the basis of the experi
mental results, 

FORMATION of negative ions by single collisions 

of fast singly charged positive ions with gas 
molecules results from the exchange of two elec
trons between the colliding particles. Effective 
cross sections of two electron capture by positive 
oxygen ions upon collision with molecules of hy
drogen, nitrogen and oxygen were given in the work 
of Fogel and Krupnik 1• For protons colliding with 
hydrogen molecules initial measurements of double 
exchange of charges were presented in the work 

~ . 2 
of Fogel, Krupnik and Safronov · 

The process of two electron capture by triply 
charged ions of argon in neon, argon and nitrogen 
were studied by Fedorenko 3 • 

As is evident from this brief review, processes 
involving double exchanges (unlike atomic colli
sions involving exchange of single electrons) have 
been inadequately studied and therefore, in order 
to understand the mechanism of such processes, it 
is necessary to make further investigations for 
different ion-molecule pairs over a widest possible 
range of ion energies. 

METHOD OF MEASUREMENTS 

For the study of the process of double exchange 
of charge of protons we have constructed an ex
perimental equipment basically similar to that used 
in Ref. 1 and will therefore not describe the equip
ment here. The basic difference between our ex-

1Ia. M. Fogel and L. I. Krupnik, J. Exptl. Theoret. 
Phys. (U.S.S.R.) 29, 209 (1955); Soviet Phys. JETP 2, 
252 (1956 ). 

2 N. V. Fedorenko, J, Tech. Phys. (U.S.S.R.) 2f, 769 
(1954). 

3Ia. M. Fogel', L. I. Krupnik and fl. G. Safronov, 
J. Exptl. Theoret. Phys. (U.S.S.R.) 28, 589 (1955). 
Soviet Phys. JETP 1, 415 (1955). 
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perimental arrangement and that previously used 
was that the analysis of the ream, after it passed 
through the collision chamber, was performed by an 
electrostatic and not a magnetic analyzer. \1easure
ments of the 1+ and 1- currents in the Faraday trap 
of the electrostatic analyzer were made simultan
eously by a mirror galvanometer and a string elec
trometer so that errors caused by accidental fluc
tuations of the primary proton current were removed. 

A liquid air trap was inserted in the collision 
chamber used in this work. The trap served to 
freeze out the condensed vapors and resulted in a 
considerable reduction of the number of negative 
ions produced by double ionization of the r~sidual 
gas molecules in the collision chamber. 

The electric potentials in the ion source focus
ing lens and the accelerating tube were me~ured 
by a voltmeter calibrated with a resistance volt
meter similar to the one used in Refs. 1 and 2. 

The content of the beam formed as a result of 
passage of protons through matter is repre
sented by differential equations. 

(la) 

(lb) 

(lc) 

h + 0 
w ere N , N and N- are the number of protons, 
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neutral atoms of nydrogen and negative ions of 
hydrogen, respectively in the beam; aik is the 
effective cross section of the process, as a result 
of which a particle with a charge i is converted 
into a particle with a charge k·h· n if the number of 
atoms per cc of the matter,· x t e length of path 
in matter. 

By Eq. (lc) and by use of the initial conditions 
n x = 0, N + = ,vt, N° = 0, N- = 0, the following 
formula for determining the cross section for t-wo 
electron capture by a proton is readily obtained: 

(2) 

where L is the effective length of the collision 
chamber, T the temperature of the gas in the cham

ber, I- the current of negative hydrogen ions in the 
beam, I 0 + the ion beam current entering the 
collision chan1ber. 

The method of measuring the cross section a 1_1, 

based on Eq. (2), consists of studying the depen
dence of the ratio I-/ Ici on the gas pressure p in 
the collision chamber. The derivative in Eq. (2) 
is determined from the linear portion of this depen
dence , the presence of which is conditioned by the 
formation of negative ions by single collisions of 
protons with the gas molecules. 

The solutions of differential equations (1) have 
the following form: 

(3) 

where the quantities rv r 2, a 0, a l' a 2 , etc. are 
the functions of the six cross sections entering 
into the differential equation (1). When nx -> oo 
N-·-;. a0 , N+-;. b 0, No-> C0, i.e., with sufficien; 
increase of the thickness of the gas target, the 
composition of the Leam no longer changes. The con
tent of the beam is said to be in equilibrium. It can be 
shown that (N-fN+ )p will have the following form: 

(N'-) , = ( j-) oc= "H/'o-1 + crl-I"oi -i- "I-I"o-1 (4) 
\N'· P \.J+ P "o1"-1o + "-n"o1 + "-ncro-1 · 

For sufficiently small values of nx, Eqs. (3) 
can be expanr.led into series. Ry neglecting all 
powers of nx higher than second we obtain: 

r I r = crl-1nx + 112 (crio0o-1 + 01-1°10 (5) 

Thus, in the region of gas pressures in the col
lision chamber when multiple collisions of the 
beam particles with gas molecules begin to appear 
and while these pressures are not yet too great, 
the dependence of the ratio I- /I+ on the pressure 
is expressed by the equation 

r 1 r = 1P + 0P2 , 
(6) 

where 

(7) 
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FIG. 1 

In Fi~. I is shown part of the curve of variation 
of r; I with pressure for 29 kev protons passing 
through hydrogen. In constructing this graph the 
double charge transfers from the protons to the 
molecules of the residual gas in the collision 
chamber, were taken into consideration. This was 
done by making the values on the axes of abscissas 
and ordinates to correspond top- P¢ and(/-/ I+) 
- (1-/I +).p respectively, where P¢. is the pressure 
of the resxdual gas and u- I I1 ¢ the value of the 
ratio r /I+ at the pressure of the residual gas. 
The pressure of the residual gas in the cha~ber 
was 5 X 10-S mm of mercury. Jt should be noted 
that upon freezing of the condensed vapors in the 

collision chamber, the value or" u-; I+)¢ decreases 
from 3 X IQ-3 to 2 X ro-4 • As seen from Fig. l, 
the dependence of r; /+on pressure appears linear 

up to a pressure "" 10-4 mm of mercury. At higher 
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pressures there is observed a departure from linear
ity, resulting from the formation of negative hydro
gen ions as a result of multiple collisions of the 
beam particles with the gas molecules. 

It follows from the above that the dependence 
of r I I+ on pressure at not too high pressures 
should be expressed by Eq. (6). From eleven ex
perimental points in Fig. 1, using the method of 
least squares, we have determined the values of 
constants y and o in Eq. (6), which turned out to 
be 2.74 and 1.03 x 103 , respectively. Application 
of the least square method to the 5 points of the 
linear portion of the curve gives for the value of 
y = 2.7. The values of I-II+ computed according to 
Eq. (6), with the indicated values of the constants 
y and o, differed from the experimental values by 
not more than 7.6%. This result indicates that, up 
to the pressure of 1.7 x 10"3 mm of mercury, the 
dependence of I-· I I+ on the pressure follows .l<;q. (6). 

In the following, for the determination of a 1_1, 

the quantity y was determined by the method of 
least squares from the _lin~ar portion of the graph 
of the dependence of I I I on pressure. 

The mass spectroscopy method used by us for 
the measurement of cross sections a 1_1 can yield 
sufficiently accurate values d these cross sections 
if the following factors which distort the results 
of measurements are corrected for or removed: 
(a) Weakening of the proton beam in the collision 
chamber resulting from neutralization of protons by 
collision with gas molecules.* 
(b) Unequal distribution of protons and negative 
hydrogen ions in the collision chamber. 
(c) Unequal weakening of the proton and nega
tive hydrogen ion beams in the path from the colli
sion chamber exit to the cylinders of the Faraday 
analyzer. 

The correction for the neutralization of protons 
can be readily computed if cross section a is 

10 
known. For protons in hydrogen and helium this 
correction does not exceed several percent and 
was therefcre not introduced by us. 

Certain experiments described below indicate 
that unequal distribution of protons and negative 
hydrogen ions in the gas of the collision chamber 
cannot substantially distort the results of mea
surements. 

The correction for the unequal attenuation of 
the positive and negative beams in the analyzing 

* The necessity of compensating for this arises from 
the fact that act.pally: measurement is made of the ratio. 
of currents r II in the_ Faraday traf.of_the electrostatiC 
analyzer, while accordmg to Eq. (2 1t 1s necessary to 
measure the ratio r /J +where I+ is the current of pro
tons at the entrance to the collision chamber. 

chamber can only be computed for the case of hy
drogen in the collision chamber since for this com-

putation it is necessary to know (besides cross sec
tion a ) the cross section a 10 which was measure2 

10 h d - . . 1 d in Ref. 4 for negative 'Y rogen wns m 11y rogen. 
This correction did not exceed 0.2% and is there
fore insignificant. Accidental errors in the mea
surement of cross section a 1_1 amounted to 30%. The 
errors in the measurements of the proton enerfzy was 
of the orrler of 3%. 

For the determination of the equilibrium value 
of the ratio I- I I+ the curve of I-II + in its depen
dence on pressur~ was plotted up to pressures 
corresponding to the equilibrium state of the b_eam. 
The equilibrium state of the beam is reached lor all 
six gases at pressures of the order of 10-2 mm of 
mercury. Accidental errors in the measurements 
of u-II+) amounted to 18%. 

p 

RESULTS OF MEASUREMENTS 

Measurements were made of the effective cross 
sections of the double exchange of charge process 
for protons with energy from 9.5 to 29 kev in hy
drogen, nitrogen, oxygen, helium,neon and argon. 
To fill the collision chamber we used hydrogen 
passed through a palladium filter, spectrally pure 
helium and neon, oxygen with 0.9% impurities, 
argon with 0.3% impurities and nitrogen obtained 
by evaporation of liquid nitrogen and purified from 
admixtures of oxygen (of the order of 4%) by pas
sage through copper filings heated to 600°. In . 
Fig. 2 is presented the depenclence of the effective 
cross sections a 1_1 on the proton energy for all 
six gases investigated. The value of a 1 11 for 
each energy was obtained by averaging two mea
surements. In the energy range investigated the 
effective cross section a for protons in nitro-

1-1 

gen, oxygen, argon and neon decreases with . 
increase in energy; for protons in helium there IS 

observed quite a shallow maximum around 14 kev 
and finally for protons in hydrogen there is a sharp 
maximum around 17.5 kev. The values of a 1 _1 

fall within the limits from 5 x 10" 19 em 2(neon, 29 
kev) to 1.27 x 10· 17 cm 2 (hydrogen, 17.5 kev). 

Since the measurements of effective cross 
sections of double exchange of charge for protons 
are being made for the first time, it is not possible 
to compare the results with published data. The 
only comparison could be made with results ch
tained in the work of Fogel'and Krupnik. In that 
work measurement was made of the cross section 

4 A. C. Whittier, Canad. J. Phys. 32, 275 (1954). 
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a 1ll for protons in hydrogen for the energy 21 k_ev 
and this was given as 1.5 x 10·17 cm 2• Accordmg 
to the results of this present work a1_Jor t~e 
mentioned energy is 1.1 x 10· 17 cm 2 • The differ
ence is within the limits of experimental error. 

It is of interest to compare the effective cross 
sections for the capture by protons of one and two 

electrons by collision with gas molecules. Such 
comparison can be made for protons in hydrogen 
and helium, since only for these two cases reliable 
measurements were made of the effective cross 
sections of one electron capture. 

For comparison curves of the effective cross 
section dependence of one electron capture by pro
tons in hydrogen are shown in Fig. 3. The data 
were taken from the work 5 (solid curve) and 2 

(dotted curve), and curves of effective cross sec
tion for the capture of two electrons as measured 
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FIG. 3 

]. P. 1\eene, Phil. Mag. 40, 369 (1949). 

in the present work. As can be seen from this 
Figure, the effective cross section for one electron 
capture in the investigated energy interval is 50 
to 100 times greater than the effective cross sec
tion of two electron capture. 

A similar comparison (Fig. 4) for protons in 
helium made on the basis of data obtained in this 
work and by Keene 5 shows that in this case the 

ratio a10 /u 1_1 for the investigated energy interval 
varies from 120 to 250. 

The dependence of the equilibrium value of the 
ratio r I I+ on the energy of protons for the in ves-

tigated gases is shown in Fig. 5. For nitrogen, 
oxygen, neon and argon in the interval from 9.~ to 
29 kev, there is observed a decrease of (/"/I )p 
with increase of energy; for helium this ratio re
mains approximately the same; in the case of hy
drogen for which this ratio is much higher than for 
the rest of the gases , there is a maximum of 17% 
(for energies of the order of 8.5 kev ). The depen-

dence of(!- I I+) on energy for protons in hydro
gen was inves tig~ted by Wh ittier 4 • His results 
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are shown in Fig. 5 by the dotted ·l7,e. As seen 
from this Figure, our values of u- /+) P are sys
tematically smaller than those of Whittier, while 
the differences are beyond the limits of measure
ment errors. 

It should be noted that the collision chamber 
used in the work of Whittier differed very little 
in length from our chamber but had an output 
channel! mm in diameter and 75 mm long while 
the dimensions of the output channel in our camera 
were 5 and 50 mm respectively. On the assump
tion that the scattering of protons and negative 
hydrogen ions in the gas ·!Jf the collision chamber 
are not equal, we can conclude that there must 
exist a systematic error in the determination of 
(r II +) connected with this unequal sc aterin.g. p ,_ 
It is easy to understand that this error must be 
greater in the work of Whittier than in ours sinee 
in his ch1mber the scattered particles are restricted 
to a much smaller angle than in ours. In order to 
determine the influence of unequal scattering of pro
tons1and negative hydrogen ions on the quantity 
(!- I+) we have placed in the output channel of p . 

the collision chamber a2mm diameter diaphragm and 
under these conditions determined the ratio( r I J+)p for 
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protons in hydrogen. The results were the same as those 
obtained without the diaphragm in the output channel. This . . 
experiment shows quite conclusively that scattering 
of the beam rarticles in the gas of the collision 
chamber has no effect on the value of u- I I+)P. a~d 
therefore cannot be considered as the cause of dis
crepancy between results of Whittier and the data 
obtained in this work. The possibility is not ex
cluded that these differences are connected with 
unequal neutralization of protons and negative hy
drogen ions on the walls of the output canal in the 
collision chamber used by Whittier. 

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

An .examination of the shape of the curves of 
effective cross section dependence on energy in 
Fig. 2 shows that the energy range studied by ~s 
is located in the region of maximum cross sectiOn 
or near it. As is known, the theoretical computa
tion of effective cross sections of inelastic pro
cesses is possible for either slow collisions, when 

v << v ( v is the relative velocity of the colliding 
u 0 u. h l. fh l . -particles, v 0 IS t eve oclty o t e e ectrons In 

the atom) or for fast collisions, when v >> v rJ For 
collisions accompanied by exchange of elflctrons, 
such computations were made :"nly for the sim
plest ion-molecule pairs (protons and singly 
charged ions of helium in hydrogen and helium) and 

for ~ingle electron ex~hanges. For the simplest 
atomic .collision H~ +He--'>- H; +He++, accom
panied by an excnange ot two electrons, compu
tation of effective cross section a 1_1 for slow 

collisions was made by Rosentsveig and Gerasi-
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menko 6 • The results obtained by them on the de
pendence of cross section a 1_1 on energy are shown 
by the dotted lines in Fig. 4. At 9.5 kev, the 
small~st energy in the energy range investigated 
by us, the computed theoretical value of a 1_1 is 
approximately three times greater than the experi
mental value. Such a disagreement is quite under
stood since at the energy of 9.5 kev the condition 
of slow collisions is not fulfilled. It would be of 
considerable inte~est, to refine, on one hand, the 
theoretical computation of the effective cross sec
tion of a 1 for collisions of protons with helium 
atoms ana- on the other to make experimental in-

vestigations in the proton en.ergy range of 100 to 
1000 ev where the criterion of slowness of colli
sions is well fulfilled. 

The position of the maximum on the curve of de
pendence of cross section of nonelastic processes 
on energy is determined by Massey's' criterion: 

a ILls I I hvu = 1, (8) 

where a is the range of the force of mutual action 
between the colliding particles, ~f the resonance 
defect ,i.e., the change in the internal energy of 
the particles as the result of their interaction h 
=Planck's constant. ' 
Th~ resonance defect for the collision of a pro

ton wrth tWJ atoms of helium which is accompanied 
by the exchange of two electrons, is equal to the 
difference between the energy released at the for
~ation of the negative hydrogen ion and the energy spent 
m the double ionization of the helium atom. In the 
case under consideration, I ~fl = 64.4 ev. If we 
consider that the maximum cross section a 

1-l 

for the process H\ + He-----'>- H; + He +"is observed at an 

energy of 14.0 kev, we have according to Eq. (8), 
a "' 1 A. Computation shows that the parameter a 
for collisions between the same particles_.but with 
single electron exchanges, is of the order of 8A. 
This result appears reasonable since for the ex
change of two electrons the particles must be in 
closer proximity than for the exchange of single 
electrons. Similar conditions prevail for colli
sions of a proton with a hydrogen molecule. For 
the exchange of two electrons -between these par
ticles Ll E=35.5 ev (see Ref. 1), the maximum- cross 
section is observed at 17.5 kev, which yields, ac-

6 
L. N. Rosenzweig and V. I. Gerasimenko, Works 

(Trudy) of the Phys.-Mat. Dept., Un iv. of Kharkov, 6, 87 
(1955). 

7 
H. S. W. Massey and E. H. Burhop, Electronic and 

ionic impact phenomena, Oxford, 1952. 

cording to Eq. (7), a = 2 A. For the single electron 
exchange the parameter a"-' 26 A. -

It woukd be interesting, for the understanding 
of th~ proc~s~es of ~egative ion foramtion, to study 
atomrc colhsrons wrth the capture of one electron 
by the neutral particle. Ther~ are no data on direct 
experimental measurements of effective cross sec
tions a 0_1 for such a process, but it is possible 
to evaluate this cross section for hydrogen atoms 
in hydrogen, from the known values of other effec
tive cross sections for collisions of protons, hydro
gen atoms and negative hydrogen atoms with mole
cules of hydrogen. 

Assuming that the effective cross section a_ 11 
~or the loss of two electrons by a negative hydrogen 
IOn through a single collision with a molecule of. 
hydrogen for the energy range investigated by us is 
equal to zero, the following expression for the cross 
(:)~tion a 0_1 can be obtained by making use of Eq. 

ru- + J+) 1 JDJ 
1 + u- 1 f+)PP {[(cr-1o- :;10) 

(9) 

+ cr1ol (!-I J+)p- "1-1} 

Fo! the +com~utation .of a 0._ 1 we have used values of 
[(I + I ) I I ]I" obtamed m Ref. 8, values of 
(!-I I +)P and a 1_1 as measured in the present 
work,cross section a 10 as .measured in Ref. 2. 
The values of a 10 and("-1o- crlo),_were determined 
by Whittier 4 • We consider the values of the dif
ference ( a_10 - a10), as measured by Whittier more 
reliable since this value was determined from the 
tangent of the slope of a semilogarithmic depen
dence, (see Fig. 8 in Ref. 4) the extrapolation of 
which to zero pressure gives values of u- I I +) 
not much different from ours. On the other hand ~he 
value of a 1 0 obtained by Whittier by subtracting 
the value(a_10 - a10)from a_ 10 is roughly twice 
smaller than the most reliable values obtained by 
other authors 2 •5 •9 , which points to a systematic 
error in the determination of cross section a_ 10• 

For this reason we preferred, in computing cross 
sec!ions a 0 _ 1, to use Eq. (9), and the values of 
( 0'_10 - a10) from Ref. 4. 

Computations of cross section a 01 were also 
made by Whittier, who considered cross sections 
a_ 11 and a 1 _1 equal to zero. In Fig. 6 are given 
curves of cross section a 0-1.. dependence on energy, 
computed by us (solid curve) and by Whittier (dot
ted curve). It is interesting to note that the magni
tude of the effective cross section a 0 _1 is only 
1~ to 2 times greater than the cross section a 

~ l-1 

8 
H. Bartels, Ann. Physik 13, 373 (1932). 
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but is 40 to 50 times smaller than cross section 

a1o' 
There exists another possible method of com-

puting a 0 _1 using equation (7) which, taking a_ 11 

= 0, can be written in the form 

cro-1 = {20 (kT I L)2- cr1-1 [cri-1- (10) 

(L1o- cr1o)]} I 0 10· 

Substitu!ing here the value o = 1.03 x l03 , ob

tained from the curve in Fig. 1, and also the 
values of crl--1 , cr10 , (cr_10 - cr 10 ) and kT /L 
we obtain for the energy 29 kev cross section 

cr0_ 1 = 1.3Xl o-17 cm2. By computing a 0_1ae-

cording to Eq. (9) we o'btain for this energy the 
value 0.8 X 1 o· 1 7 em 2. Considering the large 
errors in the measurements of the quantities en
tering into equations (9) and (1 0) the agreement 
between the values of a 0 _1 computed by two dif-

ferent methods must -be considered satisfactory. 
In conclusion we consider it a pleasant duty to 

thank Prof. A. K. Val'ter for his constant interest 
and attention to this work and also V. Z. Surkov 
for his practical help in the construction and ar
ranl?;ement of the equipment. 

Translated by J, L. Herson 
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A nucleon is considered that interacts strongly with a pseudoscalarmeson field. The 
interaction is assumed to be of the symmetric pse?dovector ty;Je. The ei.g~nvalues of the 
energy, charge and spin of the nucleon are determmed, and also the exphc1t form ~f the 
wave function of the system. The ground and isobar states of the system are obtamed. 

1. WAVE EQUATION OF THE MESON FIELD 
IN THE ABSENCE OF THE NUCLEON 

IN a previous paper 1 (which appears in this issue 
of the journal and which shall be referred to 

later as 1), an approximate method is given for the 
consideration of a nucleon which interacts strongly 
with the meson field. The Haniltonian of the sys
tem was simplified with the aid of a series of ap-

1 S. I. Pekar, J, Exptl. Theoret. Phys.(U.S.S.R.) 30. 
304 (1956); Soviet Phys. JETP 3, No. 3 (October, 1956). 

proximations and the spin-charge part of the wave 
function was determined. As a result the problem 
of the determination of the stationary qtHt~tum 
states of the system reduces to finding the eigen
function and eigenvalues of the operator 

fl = -a + 112 ~ w~ [(q __ qv _ )2 (l) 
- X CO( CO<. 

<XX 
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